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“ I am super impressed by your product. Over 2 pounds, delicious cheese and
sauce and don’t even get me started on crust. I was also impressed on how
it only takes 12-16 minutes for how big it is. I’ve been a pizza lover for years.
I started off with Tonys, moved to Jacks, Tombstone, but in the end they all
started selling out and reducing the quality of their product. I hope you keep
this up and I will never stop buying from you.”

“ The convenience of being able to pop one in the
oven when ever you are in the mood for delicious
pizza. the quality, the flavor, the great
combinations! That’s why I like it! ”
emmy criscenti-hargrave

sue calderone

“ WILD MIKE’s!! We are new fans. About a month ago, late at night, we found
ourselves mysteriously starving and headed to Walmart. We were there for
a LONG time. We found ourselves in the frozen pizza section where we don’t
usually go. WE LOVE YOUR PIZZA!!!”

“ The crust and the toppings are so good....you
can’t beat it for the price...way more convenient
than restaurant pizza, and tastes soooo good!!!!!
I need the pool float for my new pool!!!! ”
Melissa Winstead Rotarius Thompson

Kriss Kimball

“ Because you can’t beat the taste, the price, and especially the fact of knowing
that you aren’t putting garbage into your family’s bodies!!! Oh.. Did I mention
the taste? Thank you Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza for such fabulous pizzas!!!
#Pizzarebels ”

“ Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza is so good. I had never tried it until a few months
ago, and now I only buy Wild Mike’s. I rather stay home and eat Wild Mike’s Pizza
anytime instead of going to a Restaurant for their pizza. ”
Diane Bennett Potts

Julie Ann

“ We like Wild Mike’s because they’re big, affordable, and they have those
awesome seasoning packets. Also, we can eat pizza at home in our pajamas
instead of having to go out to a restaurant ”
Candace Christiansen Bush

“ I can get it at Walmart, kids LOVE it, good price, love the pepperoni, has a cool
name, wild box colors make it stand out, and its humongous! ”

“ Free pizza!?!? This is the ULTIMATE giveaway! I choose wild mikes because I like
to support local, family run businesses and not large corporations. Not to
mention the taste is better than any pizza restaurant, but that’s a given! Thank
you as always! ”
tyler thornberry

“ Love that you guys are local to the PNW and the price and quality can’t be
beat! My family adores Wild Mike’s pizza. Have not bought another brand since
trying WM 6 months ago. ”

Lynn Brown Vargas
ida olson

we love our pizza rebels!

“ We love this pizza and choose it above other pizzas for several reasons. We
love the fresh quality ingredients and the seasoning packets are the best!
The size of the pizza is very generous and the price can’t be beat. The overall
taste is amazing! ”

“ Wild Mikes Pizza is Perfect for my husband & kids to enjoy on Sunday
mornings watching TMNT while Momma gets some much needed sleep”
EJ Morales

jodi huff abner

“ I choose Wild Mike’s because it’s simply the best pizza I’ve ever had, whether
from a restaurant or at home. It’s my favorite pizza now by far, the ingredients
taste fresh and the flavor simply isn’t matched by anything else. I hope you
guys stay in business so I can be a life long customer. ”

“ I like how the sauce & crust completes one another then the top, finish’s the
art of flavor. not just to mention that when I bake in the comfort of the crib it
sends surrounds the place with aroma that some of reason but pre order and
pick up spends time if u hit the store up might as well grab it right lol it’s a
hastle most of the time but have a great night. ”
Steve Bowlds

jake klinger

“ Best pizza I’ve had since I’ve come home from
Iraq beats everyone else hands down. ”

“ I would choose Wild Mike’s Pizza over restaurant pizza because it’s
affordable with the same great quality and taste you would look for on a
pizza. It’s so much more conveniant when finding it at your local Wal-Mart and
heating it up yourself then waiting for delivery too. Honest truth. ”

Michael Duvall

stephanie valenzuela

“ It’s fast, convenient and easily customized
in my kitchen. Also, made in Clackamas!
#keepitlocal ”

“ I chose Mike’s because I can cook this pizza in my home! Mike’s doesnt have all
that extra grease piled on top of the pizza..Mike’s pizza is full of flavor!
I really love this pizza! Not to mention..my kids will eat it..so thats a plus! My
kiddos wont eat anything!! Thanks for being so great! ”
megan allen

“ I love that it is sooooo huge and it’s got such great sauce and crust!! Beats
the heck out of pizza hut any time!! ”
Michael Anderson

adam robinson

“ I choose Wild Mike’s because even though it’s ‘wild’ and tastes better than
other pizzas, it has a secret...all the ingredients are actually real food!
I would normally make my own from scratch to avoid all the junk in other
frozen pizzas, but Wild Mike’s is even more wholesome than my own. I can get
behind that!”

Mathew Ryczko

“ I bought the cheese pizza and it was so good on that thin crust. It reminded
me when my boys were little and played tball. And we would get that cheesy
thin ballpark pizza great memories your pizza created for me! It’s better then
store bought because it’s super huge and dosnt taste fake like the other store
bought. ”
misty pelhank

“ Wild Mike’s is so convenient to have in my freezer. Now my kids can have pizza
night any night without having to wait for a special occasion! ”
shari morely watson

“ Wild Mike’s is not only a better tasting pizza it’s a lot cheaper pizza with a
whole lot more topping’s a whole 2 pound’s of good pizza who could go wrong
with Wild Mike’s pizza that’s right nobody! ”

“ i choose wild mikes because the pizzas taste great and there so fresh and
i dont have to wait long or anything i bake and eat on my own plus i can add
whatever i want to it ”
adam robinson

Samantha Miller

“ So glad to have seen this post. I have never had Wild Mike’s. I checked your
store locator and found two locations close to me! So my next trip to Winco or
Safeway? I’ll be looking fir you! I live 25 miles from the nearest town so being
able to bring Wild Mike’s home with my weekly groceries? AWESOME! ”

“ Because it’s way cheaper than a restaurants but also tastes AMAZING! I’m a
mom on a budget. And don’t have time to go out, wait to be waited on etc. so
wild mike’s is a family favorite! ”
Jen Deaton

Teressa Clifton

“ I love the sauce, the size of the pizza and it’s a great price. After a long day
of work when I don’t feel like cooking, it’s great to pull one of these out of the
freezer and just laz about the rest of the evening. No hassle of dealing with
my order being wrong or the delivery being late... Great pizza when I want it and
still hot ”
aj dooley

“ I choose it because its so cheesy
and has lots more vegetables on the
ultimate pizza!! My favorite!! #pizzarebels
4 life ”
Mathew Ryczko

“ Getting married this year at the beach & we’re having your pizza at our
wedding. That’s how much we love wild mikes pizza. You’re pizza is the best, for
the price it’s huge (that’s what she said ;).) All jokes aside best pizza. Sauce so
richly creamy full of flavor. Best crust baked just right. You’re cheesy blind
& topping are great too. Love it all. Best pizza ever ”

“ I love the many different types and options
of pizzas and how they come with a seasoning
packet and they are huge. They taste so good!!! ”
Lisa Zoeller

desiree kansas fricks

“ ITS HUGE! ITS A GOOD PRICE! I CANT WAIT TO PUT MINES IN THE OVEN TONIGHT!!! I
SMELLED THE PIZZA THRU THE BOX & IT WAS STILL FROZEN... DATS A GUD PPL!!! 2LBS OF
DAT PEPPERONI PIZZA IS GOING DOWN TONITE!! FRESCHETTA WAS MY FAVE BUT WILD MIKE’S
GOT IT GOIN ON!!! ”
thompson mandi

“ I got a couple coupons and tried it for the first time. Great Pizza and HUGE
portions. My kids loved it and its the ONLY pizza my wife Lynn Divers liked. Shes
not one for frozen pizza. I choose the pizza and first purely for the size/price,
but after having one its all about the quality and size. lol Keep up the great
work and we will keep buying. Thanks! Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza ”
nick divers

“ I have to get the best value for my grocery dollars and that’s Wild Mike’s!
It’s the only frozen pizza I don’t have to add more toppings to when I get
home to make it better! Great pizza at a great price...its a win! ”

“ We choose Wild Mikes Pizza over restaurant
pizza because it just flat out tastes better!!
The sauce and crust are perfect and the large
sizes go a long ways. This is the only pizza we
buy!! ”
Ashlea Beggs Beck

“ Where I live in NC, there is like 1 pizza place that is good, but I like me some
pizza. I found Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza in one of our local grocery stores and
thought hey why not give it a try. The price was great and it is over 2lbs of
yumminess. I used to buy Digiorno, but won’t go back there. Stuffed Crust would
send it over the top..... ”
Brian Marshall

“ Wild Mikes comes to my family as a great value! Not only is it affordable,
but it is larger than your typical pizza. We prefer a game night in with Wild
Mikes and the family over a night out at some over priced pizza joint any day of
the week! ”

Tammy Schwarte Beymer
Aaron Bailey

“ I would choose Wild Mike’s over “Joe-Blow
Pizza Restaurant” because I have the ability
to get wild and crazy in the comfort of my own
home at a value that can’t be matched! ”

“ We love Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza because of the taste and the price is
right. As well as no long delivery or pick up wait. Just preheat the oven and let
it cook. It is a quick easy meal for those busy nights of the week. Add a salad to
the side and it makes a wonderful meal. ”

chance grand Mcslam
Angie-Greg Andleton

“ I chose Mike’s pizza over any restaurant
because it’s convenient easy and affordable.
My family loves it!!! And happy Friday to you as
well”

“ I will always choose Mike’s over a restaurant because they taste amazing.
There’s also a lot of pizza that comes in a box. They were there for me, during
financial difficulties. It’s not pricey, and can feed multiple people. ”
Salvatore Latona

Nelda Loomis

“ Honestly, we use to order pizza and then got tired of the price and it always
being messed up and we really didn’t like the Tostinos or really cheap pizzas
either but every time we go to the store now we get 3-4 pizzas because they’re
so good! It’s always made right and the seasonings it comes with are amazing. ”

“ I can have a fresh and hot Wild Mikes
Pizza any time I want. Just take it out of
the freezer and bake it!! No phone calls, no
waiting for delivery, and no tip! #PizzaRebels
#WildMikesUltimatePizza ”

darren lucker kraus

Brenda Webb

“ I Love Wild Mikes Ultimate Pizza better than restaurant pizza because I
choose how crisp I want the crust and it’s hot when I eat it and it doesn’t sit
under a heat lamp waiting for someone to bring it to me. #Pizzarebels! ”
Laura Bowden

“ Great price for delicious quality pizza!! Awesome to know that it’s locally
made!! I choose Wild Mike’s pizza to eat at home because it’s convenient and I can
have them in the freezer ready when I need them instead going to a restaurant
and paying higher prices for not as good pizza and have to also buy drinks and
tip. ”

“ Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza is the next best thing to sliced white bread in the
time u go the store get the pizza and you know exactly what you are eating and
take it home get it cooked n on the table is quicker! ”
Kathy Wickerd

“ Because you can float on the pool float while eating the same exact pizza
that you’re laying out on. It tastes amazing and the best part is you can buy
two of these pizzas for the price of one at a lame restaurant ”

Charity ramirez
Leslie Ortega

“ The crust and sauce jus goes together it’s right on the money .Well it’s
right there in the freezer don’t have to pre order and wait and plus the smell
in the house drive s my taste buds crazy!The Price is decent why order out,it
makes no sense ”
Steve Bowlds

“ We choose Wild Mike’s over restaurant 🍕 
because it’s delicious and affordable. Just one
slice is very filling and one pizza can last up to
two meals for my two hungry growing boys! ”

Julie Lu

“ I choose wild mikes because It’s cheaper for a
bigger pizza & tastes amazing plus I don’t have
to leave the house!!! You guys are awesome keep
doing what you’re doing ”

“ I choose Wild Mike’s over restaurant pizza because it is better tasting,high
quality ingredients,affordable,and I can make it at home ”
Appalachian pest

“ Since moving to Texas from way up north in NY Wild Mike’s is closest we’ve
found to real pizza! Texas pizza is nothing like pizza.. . Lol Thanks Wild Mikes ”
Phill-Elly Tooly

“ The flavor packets, are the main reason I’d choose wild mikes over
restaurant pizza any day . Not to mention the SIZE OF THE PIZZA is bigger and IS
CHEAPER than restaurant pizza ”

Jodee WIllis-smith
Rhonda Lynn Furnish

“ I always buy Wild Mike’s over any other restaurant pizza because they are
huge, the season packets, the amazing crust and of course it’s super yummy
flavor! ”
Melissa Lane

“ I choose Wild Mike’s over restaurant pizza because my family and I love
spending time and watch movies and be comfortable and not rushed and just
relax. #Pizzarebels!”

devonna Garcia

“ Its great put in the oven when ever your
ready dont have to drag every one out for
pizza this is a way better deal going out
will spend triple that amount great pizza
never change ”
Ty Atwood

“ I choose your pizza because 1) It has restaurant style taste 2) Just found
this locally and the size is AWESOME! 3) Great selection of flavors, something
for everyone. 4) INCREDIBLY family budget friendly. 5) Our new family favorite!!!!
#Pizzarebels ”
sheila carvell

“ Wild Mikes is delicious, reasonable, huge and once you buy a few, they are
there at home, there’s no need to call and order pizza or drive to a restaurant
and end up spending a whole lot more. ”

valerie drendel

“ We choose it because they are HUGE, taste just as good (if not better) than
restaurants, comes with Red Peppers and YOU CAN NOT BEAT THE PRICE!!!!
WE LOVE MIKE’S!!! ”

melanie anderson verne

“ Love this pizza so much I fixed it for dinner last night even though it gets
hot in South East Texas & the oven heats the house. Still prefer Wild Mike’s over
big chain pizza. Great flavor. great price. ”

marian boyster

“ Wild Mikes Ultimate Pizza is the best! I love taking my kids to the restaurant ,
they can be themselves and enjoy awesome pizza,. I always order a extra pizza,
because nothing is better than Wild Mike’s Ultimate Pizza for breakfast! Love
cold pizza!!! ”
jennifer clause-packwood

“ Love, Love, Love Wild Mikes. Much better
pizza by being baked at home cause you can
customize the way you like it! Along with the
fact they are the best ever! ”
kristen bevens

“ #pizzarebels awesome pizza hands down and I’m normally not a pizza fan
because of all the nasty tasting pizzas everywhere else ”
christi lee hoobler

“ Just had my first Wild Mike pizza last night the best tasting frozen pizza
we’ve ever had. Everyone was ranting and raving about how good the pizza
was. We had to stock up and buy five. Never eating chain pizza again.. Sorry
Dominos and Pizza Hut! ”
cameron browning

“ First, it tastes sooooo much better! Secondly, I don’t have to deal with the
people who deliver or go to the restaurant to pick it up. And lastly, the price. It
is so worth the money. Whenever we go to the store I have to get 2 - and that’s
only for that one day! Yummy! THANKS WILD MIKES! ”
marsha powell

pizza rebel

EMAILS,
LETTERS
& MORE!

“ Walmart does not have it very often or is sold out. Pound for pound Mike’s
pizza beats all the frozen pizzas out there. You do have to make special room
in the freezer due to the size. The Walmart is Pines/Westport. Thanks for your
time.”
Tim Robinson

“ Hi! I wanted to let you know just how much my family enjoys your pizzas.
The kids are amazed with how huge they are, and my husband and I are crazy
about being able to add the flavor packs to the already fabulously tasting pie.
Anytime we buy pizza, it’s Wild Mikes. And we always have to get two. If you
could, will you please send me some coupons? I don’t have a printer that could
print some so I was hoping you could mail them. ”
jackie tankersley

“ I love pizza but frozen pizza was always so so when i tried your pizza for the
first time i was so surprised. I love it !! It is wonderful and the best frozen
pizza i ever had. It tasted so fresh and flavorful and not overdone on the
sauce and I’ve been around a long time im almost 53 so i have tried a lot of pizza
keep up the great work and thanks for the awesome pizza have a good weekend !!
”
lisa kilian

“ A few weeks ago I was in Coal Township, PA wal mart and saw wild mike’s pizza
in on of the coolers. it was $5.74. i figured what the heck? I’ll give it a try. how
good could a $5.74 pizza be? i bought the supreme. brought it home and made it.
i was shocked! it was probably one of the best frozen pizza’s i ever purchased,
if not the best. I bought two more and have been telling everyone about them. it
will be the only frozen pizza i will buy from now on, except for one problem.
our wal mart brings stuff in and then discontinues it. If wal mart fails to
restock your pizza they will hear from me and i will let you know. and i will
continue to tell people about it. as a matter of fact while i was buying the last
ones i talked a gentleman into buying one. i told him he wouldn’t be sorry. keep
up the good work. ”
greg barkus

“ okay it’s one of those things.... you shop all the time at the same place and
see the same products. Some products say “buy me”, others say “watch out,
it’s a gimmick, you’ll be sorry”. So forgive me, I put Wild mike’s in the latter
category. so yesterday in a moment of weakness I said “oh hell, buy one, it’s
not that expensive and at least you’ll be assured you were right, it will be
bad”. Okay was soooo wrong. I bought the pepperoni 2 lb pizza. one of the best
frozen pizzas I’ve ever had and i’m damn fussy when it comes to frozen pizza.
the Walmart where I shop only carries the cheese and pepperoni varieties.
would love to be able to try the supreme since that’s my favorite type. I mean
i’m honestly pleasantly pleased that I bought your pizza. it definitely has a
flavor to the sauce that is really quite unlike others, and by different I mean
a lot better. I actually ate the whole thing by myself except for one slice
and to emphasize how good it was, my wife is recovering from the flu and I was
going to end up fixing a bowl of soup for her and she smelled the pizza and
asked for a slice. she ate the entire slice. this is a woman who detests most
pizza whether fresh or frozen. trust me I will be buying more of your pizzas.
up to now my frozen pizza of choice was digiorno’s which I thought was the king
of frozen pizzas. wild mikes is now going to be my go to pizza. now for god’s
sake just don’t let Walmart discontiniue it. and hey, the price is unbelievably
reasonable for the size and quality of the product. keep up the good work!!! ”

paul deichler

“ Your product is fabulous, it makes our grocery list
every week for pizza Thursday. Any chance you have
considered a green pizza-spinach and garlic? I’m always
looking for ways to get more greens into the kids’ meals...
just a thought! Thank you for being so good at making pizza
and for providing it at such a great price! ”
julie griffin

“ My boyfriend and I tried your pizzas for
the first time about 3 weeks ago and have
been obsessed ever since!!! We get the
largest, meat combo pizza and scarf it
down so fast! Keep it up! ”
alyssa chaipis

“ hi there i just wanted to let you no that your pizza is awesome! i have one
out of four kids that is very picking on pizza! well he wont eat other pizza but
yours! so keep up the great work!”
chris jacobson

“ Hello! Wow! You continue to impress me, first the great pizzas, then I received
an enjoyable phone call from Gary, and the best news we can great...the spice
packets...we just snowed in. We can understand that...we live in in Ohio...snowed in
is our middle name sometimes...
We are relieved to know that we will be getting spice packs in our pizza boxes...
it will be fun did we did we not...just simply excited...because we know that we
will be getting them...and if we ever have a snow day...we will think about them...
and enjoy knowing you are trying hard to get those packets in our boxes!
Your call to me was genuinely touching. I am so impressed!!!

“ Had to let you know I bought my first Wild Mike’s pizza (the Supreme
2-pounder), and will not buy another brand! There’s a local Italian
restaurant here that’s a legend, and I’ve loved their pizza the best since my
high school days, but for a store-bought pizza, yours gives theirs a wicked run
for the money! Your crust...off the chain. even when i warmed the leftovers, the
crust was as crisp as when i first cooked the pie.
I’m 5’3” and 118 pounds.......well, maybe not for long - ha! it took 2 days, but i
polished your pizza off. Love your fresh ingredients, pricing, and that your
pizza is available to school children. they’re eating the very best...we had
“cardboard” pizza when I was in school.
Ididn’t see your hawaiian pizza at walmart, but i hope they carry it soon; one of
my favorites.
don’t ever stop selling your pizza here, or i’ll have to move to clackamas! ”

susie oliver

Your Family and your Business is top of the line to me. I am a strong advocate
of exceptional customer service...and for you to not only email a response to
me, but also called me...was amazing! Thank You!!! You actually made me feel
like I belonged to your family as we talked on the phone. That’s a great feeling!
Thank you so much!
Now I not only enjoy a great pizza experience...I will always enjoy this
personal experience and feel connected to your family and will pray for your
success!! ”
elizabeth behon

“ My teenagers, husband, and I live in a small town in texas without a lot of
options and a very small income. (My 30 yr old son lives in WA) every Friday is
pizza night for a very long time. It’s the one time we splurge on food. We found
mikes as soon as it got to our walmart. And we love it!! My favorite is cheese. ”
deborah daugherty

“ Hi guys! My husband and I are in love with your pizza! His birthday is coming
up and id love to order him one of your tshirts. ”
sarah hannah

“ I was in my local shoprite and this wild box in
the freezer section caught my eye. It was wild
Mike’s super size supreme pizza and i thought
this looks interesting so i took it home. boy
what a surprise, the whole family loved it! will
be going back very soon to stock up! no more
digiorno. ”

“ Happy New year to you folks. I am not a big
computer social media person, so I hope this
message gets to you correctly. I just had to
tell you, coming from a seriously good local
pizza shop loyal customer, who does Not eat
fast food franchise pizza soggy and rubber
cheese pizza, or frozen! But I happen to try
you’re pizza for some unknown reason and I’ve
got to hand it to you, you Got This hands down
folks. Really great pizza. The crust, cheese,
sauce, toppings, all excellent. God bless you
with production. Thank you.”

george granato

“ Tried your pizza for the first time today. I
wanted you to know that we were extremely
pleased. Good pizza and good value. This will
become a frequent staple in our freezer ”

Jodee WIllis-smith

“ This is just to let you know how much I enjoyed your product. my sister in
florida told me about how her daughter would bring home this pizza and how
awesome it was for a frozen pizza. I love pizza, but not any of the frozen ones
I have tried over the years, so i asked her what it was called. she didn’t know,
couldn’t remember, just said that the box had a crazy face on it. from there on
we always referred to it as “crazy face” pizza. I was shopping and sure enough,
saw the crazy face on the box and knew this is what she was talking about. it
was awesome beyond words, and i dont usually like frozen pizzas. just keep
doing what you are doing, it’s a fabulous product and i will recommend it to
anyone who asks!!”

kelly sackett

“ I’’m an Ultimate Pizza lover, and your pizzas are by far the absolute best,
premade retail pizzas i’ve ever had!! and price at super walmart? wow, best
value in store........thanks, you have a new customer! ”
tom pappas

“ Your company has to be without any doubt the best frozen pizza my family
has ever tasted. The quality, taste and value your company offers is in other
words..stupendous. Please continue to supply our local Walmart for I will
never find a better tasting frozen pizza. Thank you and keep up the great
quality. ”
brian cellini

kathi wood

“ love the pepperoni pizza!!! i could eat it all
7 nights of the week if i could afford to. wild
mikes pizzA is the best!!!”

“ I just want you guys to know I’ll never in my life go back to other pizzas .
..I eat one every other day....and when I see people looking at the frozen pizzas I
tell them my experience...I used to eat digiorno. I’d dress it up...but your pizza has
better sauce...more actual pizza...and it comes with the pepper and seasoning...
thank you guys. ”

dan zulkoski
joshua dodson

“ We just wanted to let you guys know how awesome your pizza is! We used to
always buy Jacks pizza. We happened to see yours at the store one day and the
box just looked so fun. It definitely caught our attention! WE have bought wild
mike’s ever since! It’s big enough for all of us to get 2 pieces. The sauce is yumm!
Overall great pizza! Thank you!”

“ Your Pizza is the best frozen pizza I’ve ever
had! I bought it because i was looking in the
frozen pizza section of a Walmart and the guy
next to me suggested it. and he was completely
right! I will now Only be buying your pizza! You
are doing a great job!”

ashley stephens
Morgan Proctor

“ I bought my first wild mike’s pizza last week at my local Walmart. Oh my
gosh, it was absolutely great. I have tried other frozen pizzas and they gave a
cardboard taste. Your pizza is so good and delicious. I am a fan forever. Thank
you for giving us a super product.”

“ would like to start by saying your pizza is
by far the best available to us at our local
walmart. Once we discovered it we dropped all
other brands.”

cheryl besel
dustin robinson

“ I just wanted to take the time to tell you how much my family loves your
Supreme pizza. We purchase it all the time. We have purchased other brands but
none taste as great as Wild Mikes. We are fans for life! ”

Gene Chase

“ I think that your pizza is the best pizza that is on the market. I would like to
thank you for the best pizza I have ever had in my life! I look forward to every
Friday night, when I enjoy my wild mikes pizza. Thank you! ”

“ I am writing to you today to tell you how much my family of five loves your
Wild Mikes Pizza. It is the best frozen pizza we have tried. I noticed on your
website you offered a supreme and combination Pizza, we only have Pepperoni
and Cheese in our Walmart, I wish We could get all your Pizzas I would love to
try them all. I visited your website hoping to find some printable coupons. We
live on a budget and try to use coupons to help us stay on budget. Do you ever
send any coupons to loyal customers? If so I would highly appreciate it. I would
also gladly fill out surveys for you in exchange for coupons. Thank you so
much for your time.”
laurie cribbs

scott garver

“ My teenage and I picked up one
of your pizzas after he got off of
work. It was awwweeessome!! I’m
from Chicago & I know pizza. Thanks
for making a great frozen pizza!! ”

“ Hi just wanted to let you guys at wild mikes pizza know my family just tried
our first and Love it and i never usually like pizza crust but its so good!
keep up the good work!:) ”
kendall maslow

annie peters

“ I was pleasantly surprised when I ate your
pizza for the first time. I’ve had all kinds, makes
and models of frozen pizza...But, I can say
beyond a doubt that I like yours the best! The
dough was tender and tasty. The ingredients
were just right for the toppings. I actually
longed for the chance to reheat the leftover
slices! You have me for a customer...For life!
Thank you for making a great tasting pizza! ”

“ Just a little note, to tell you how much my family and I like your products
,especially your peperoni pizza my kids love them, we buy it every time we go
food shopping. Keep up the great work! ”
claire mansfield

“ We became Hooked on your pizzas some time ago. The size was perfect, we each
could have some for breakfast the following day, there was enough delicious
sauce, a must and they came in cheese which allowed us to embellish with thin
slices of red onion, home grown tomatoes, sometimes olives and pineapple. We
loved them. ”
lotus grable

“ I felt compelled to give you a giant THANK YOU for your super sized cheese
pizza! My husband and I bought our first one on an absolute whim and i was
totally shocked at how good it was! So cheesy, delicious crust, big amazing
slices, just perfect. We have been big fans since and recommending your pizzas
whenever we get the chance! i’m currently pregnant and pizza has been a
lifesaver in combating my morning sickness - so thank you for being a lifesaver!
You’re the best! ”
jerrika longueville

ron daly

“ We Love your Pizza so much. Our family is never gonna buy another brand.
Thank you for making the best pizza ever created. You guys rock. Your pizza is
amazing and so far above the rest by a long shot. To you and your employees
keep up the good work.”

cheryl smith

“ I just wanted to express my gratitude. Of all the oven pizzas I’ve had
throughout the years, Wild Mike’s is by far the best! My family has had the
pepperoni and combination pizzas for New Year’s night. The pepperoni is my
favorite because it’s so good it doesn’t need any help! Great value, great taste.
Pretty much my new go-to for home cooked pizza. You’re the best! :) ”
april mcguire

“ Just wanted to say I really love your pizza! I’m a grocery store manager
and I rave about your pizza to my employees and customers. I was pleasantly
surprised to see the addition of the spice packets. Maybe consider featuring
the spice packets on the packaging to show the consumer how your pizza truly
gives that fresh from scratch taste. Just a suggestion, keep up the good work ”

jessica mccutcheon

“ I just wanted to write to say how much we enjoyed your pizza! We received a
coupon for a free pizza from operation homefront around Christmas. we went
to walmart and found them and were very excited to try a new pizza. we rarely
eat frozen pizza so we had never seen this kind until then. This was by far the
best bake at home pizza we have tried. both the kids and the adults give it
two thumbs up! Thanks for your support of veterans and operation homefront
as well as making a great {easy} meal for my family!!”

“ This is the best store frozen pizza I have ever
had!! The box caught my eye and the weight of the
supersized supreme pizza made me buy it.
Please keep it up. It is so delicious, no wonder the
school kids your web site talked about love it!
I am telling all my friends to forget the others,
just buy wild mikes ”

rebekah hall
Lisa Zoeller

“ To Whom It May Concern, i just wanted to write to tell you how much my family
enjoys your pizza. we eat it at least once a week. it really is a great value for
a fantastic product. My kids (4 & 9 yrs old) will not eat any other frozen pizza,
trust me when I say they know the difference. i won’t make that mistake again...
lol. we love all the varieties you have available. I wanted to just say thank you
for such a great product. have a great day, the fisher family”

“ I just want to let you know our family
really likes your pizza!! It is even good warmed
up the next day. Best frozen pizza out there!! I
wish our local store carried the fun size then I
wouldn’t have to buy another brand!”
danele medina

beth fisher

“ Wooohoooo! You did it! Omg your pizzas are by far, oh yes, by farrrrr the
best frozen pizza my family and i have ever eaten.
So many have tried to get the crust and sauce right but all have failed in
comparison. I guess the corperate giants just don’t have what it takes.
We will always grab a wild mikes pizza even over dominoes or pizza hut from
now on. Mercy sakes! Please dont ever change. The darn things are great! ”

“ I would just like to take the time to say thank you so much for making such
wonderful products and making my family so happy! I have a very large family
and its very hard to both provide and find something that satisfy s all of them.
You have made that happen for me . They cant seem to get enough. Most of all i
just wanted to say Thank you! Have a blessed day! ”
mandy mardis

phil norris

“ just waited to stay i finally tried
one of your pizza the other day .
they were the best i think i ever
ate. cant wait to try some more. I
will be telling everyone about how
got theses frozen pizza are cant
wait to buy more!”

tammy collings

“ My family and I just recently tried your pizza after we received coupons from
a Facebook promotion. I have to say we love luv your pizza!!! It is our new go
to for frozen pizza! The only complaint I have is my freezer is not big enough to
hold more of your pizzas!!! Thank you for putting out such a great product! ”

andrew janson

“ just tried your frozen pizza for the first
time, wanted to let you know this is the best
frozen pizza we have ever had. My husband
has worked pizza for years and agrees. Keep up
the great products please ”

patricia dossett

“ Hi! We’ve been fans of your pizza since the
first day it caught my eye in the freezer at
our Walmart! My son has autism and pizza is
one of the few foods he will eat - and he eats
a TON of it! haha. The large size is perfect for
when the rest of us also want pizza. ”
lana wamble

“ This is the best store frozen pizza I have ever had!! The box caught my eye and
the weight of the supersized supreme pizza made me buy it.
Please keep it up. It is so delicious, no wonder the school kids your web site
talked about love it!

“ So, I don’t do this often, but I just had your pizza (huge 2 lb deluxe) and I
have to say it is one of the Best pizzas -- let alone frozen pizza- - I have
ever had (I am 50+ and a self proclaimed “man of girth” so you better believe I
have had many pizzas in my life). Just thought I would let you know. I am not a
huge shopper so I don’t know if you are new to the area (St. Peters, MO/st. Louis
metro) or I just missed it. Probably just missed it. Either way, you have a new
fan! Will be certain to buy again (and again!) Please feel free to pass along to
the rest of the team. I will be sure to let my “team” know as well! Great job! ”

david welborn

“ I want you to know that your packaging caught my eye. Out of all of the
boxes that were in the freezer, yours jumped out and said try me! Great job. The
price was very reasonable so I decided to give it a whirl. I brought it home to
the kids...18 and 13 year olds. I also bought three other brands. They both picked
your box and brand. The pizza heated quickly and everyone loved it. Even my
very picky daughter.
so, with all that being said. Your pizza was great, fresh, tasty, the crust was
perfect, the spice packets on top was a nice touch. very ingenious. I will most
likely buy 3 to 4 boxes next time. Carrying them will not be fun but I want the
pizza. Awesome product with a captivating design.
You changed the look of frozen pizza. No one else compares! ”

I am telling all my friends to forget the others, just buy wild mikes”
vincent giacomelli
andrea schlang

“ First off ive been eatting pizza for forever. Im 35 years old and i tried the
hawian pizza today and hands down the best pizza ive ever had. Not sure if its
the sweetness of the dough or the combination of all the ingredients but it was
the best pizza i ever ate. Just writing to say thanks for the best slice at a
good price.”

“ I Love your product to an extend that I buy one every week. Love the pizza
with its great variety of topics. Picked up your pizza t Walmart because of the
crazy looking box. That was a choice that now we continue to do every time we
buy pizza there. We love so much the pizza it beats local fresh pizza joints (
little ceasers) keep the great product!!!! ”

tony padikla
william parsons

to read more, go to:
www.wildmikesultimatepizza.com/pizza-rebels

